
 

 

FANDUEL TO BECOME AP’S EXCLUSIVE SPORTS ODDS PROVIDER 

LONDON, May 26, 2021 – FanDuel Group, part of Flutter Entertainment plc, and The Associated 

Press yesterday announced an agreement that makes FanDuel the exclusive provider of sports 

odds across AP’s global sports report.  

Under the terms of the agreement, FanDuel Sportsbook odds will appear in AP’s daily sports odds 

fixtures, game previews, and other sports stories where odds are mentioned. AP will retain 

editorial control of all content. 

The parties will also work to integrate FanDuel widgets across the sports pages of APNews.com, 

as well as distribute select FanDuel content across the AP wire.  

“As sports betting becomes more commonplace, our customers are increasingly asking for this 

kind of information,” said Barry Bedlan, AP’s global director of text and new markets products. 

“It makes sense to work with one of the largest reputable sportsbooks in the United States to 

provide a consistent, credible reference point for AP and its customers.”  

“AP is a globally recognized leader in trusted news making them the ideal source for us to 

disseminate our industry-leading sportsbook’s proprietary odds and content,” said Adam Kaplan, 

FanDuel Group’s general manager and vice president of content.  

FanDuel sports odds are now live within AP content. 

For further information, please contact: communications@flutter.com 

About Flutter Entertainment plc:  

 
Flutter Entertainment plc (LSE: FLTR; EURONEXT: FLTR) is a global sports-betting and gaming company 

and a constituent of the FTSE 100 and Euro Stoxx 50. Flutter Entertainment plc reports as five divisions: 

 • PPB: includes Paddy Power, Betfair and Adjarabet brands offering a diverse range of sportsbook, 

exchange and gaming services across the UK, Ireland and International territories. This division also 

includes 620+ Paddy Power betting shops in the UK and Ireland. 

 • SBG: refers to the Sky Betting and Gaming business and encompasses both the Sky Bet sportsbook and 

Sky Vegas gaming products offering a leading proposition to a recreationally led customer base. 

 • Australia: the Group operates the Sportsbet brand and is the market leader in online sportsbetting.  
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• PokerStars: operates in multiple jurisdictions around the world and is the world’s largest poker site and 

the home of live and online poker, PokerStars Casino and PokerStars Sports. 

 • US: incorporates FanDuel, FOX Bet, TVG, PokerStars and Betfair brands. The division has a diverse 

product offering of online and retail sportsbooks, daily fantasy sports, online gaming, poker, advanced 

deposit wagering on horse racing and TV broadcasting. 

 


